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4. privacy. you understand that snap will receive certain information about your use of snap
camera, including, but not limited to, the ip address, geographic location, operating system, and
browser of the computer or other device where you download snap camera, the content of emails
you send to snap and snap camera, and other similar information as you provide snap. 5.
permissions. you acknowledge and agree that snap may access, preserve, modify, reproduce, and
make available to third parties (including, without limitation, for analysis) all or a portion of your
content (including, but not limited to, your saved or captured photographic or video images and
audio recordings) by software or otherwise for the sole purpose of providing you with snap camera
(or for purposes of processing any data or information necessary for such provision). snap may also
share information in this way with third parties (including, without limitation, for analysis) for
operational reasons or as set forth in a notice provided at the time of use. d. you affirm that you
are at least the age of majority where you live and are competent and authorized to agree to and
abide by this agreement. if you want to use the snap camera and are under the age of majority,
you must have your parents or legal guardians valid permission. if you are the parent or legal
guardian of a minor that wants to download and use snap camera, you accept this agreement on
the minors behalf and are responsible for all use of snap camera and any lenses. a. this agreement
governs your use of: (i) the snap camera software, and any other software and tools marked in an
accompanying file as being subject to this agreement (collectively, the snap camera software); and
(ii) certain documentation relating to the snap camera software, including, video tutorials and other
information made available to user on the snap website, apps, or by any other means (collectively,
the documentation), for the term of this agreement as set out in section 11 below or as otherwise
specified by snap in writing. snap may make the snap camera software and documentation
(collectively, snap camera) available via download or by any other means at snaps sole discretion.
this agreement is effective as of the date you download, install, access, or use snap camera (the
effective date).
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4. use and development. snap expressly limits your use of snap camera to developing your lenses,
sharing your lenses, and teaching your friends and family about the snap camera platform. snap

does not provide any other technical support for use of snap camera in accordance with this
agreement. in addition to the limited license set forth in this agreement, snap expressly grants you
a limited, revocable, non-assignable, non-transferable license to use snap camera in your project.
snap reserves all rights not expressly granted. you may not use snap camera to create end user
software, share or sell your lenses, or attempt to use snap camera in a commercial manner. snap
does not make any warranties or representations as to the functionality of snap camera, except
those made by snap in the snap camera user manual and documentation. 5. licensing territory.

snap’s distribution of snap camera is limited to certain countries and regions, as indicated by snap
in snap camera’s user manual and documentation. your license to use snap camera will only

authorize use of snap camera in the territory (as defined below). your license is non-transferable;
you may only distribute snap camera in a format that permits installation of snap camera on a
single computer as permitted in this agreement. snap may, at its sole discretion, restrict the

downloading and use of snap camera by any specific individual or device (regardless of whether
the restrictions apply in whole or in part to snap camera) at any time for any reason, and without
notice or liability to you. snap may, at its sole discretion, disable any or all functionality of snap

camera, temporary or permanently, at any time and without notice or liability to you, in snap's sole
discretion. 5ec8ef588b
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